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Abstract—In this paper, multiple instance learning (MIL)
algorithms to automatically perform root detection and segmen-
tation in minirhizotron imagery using only image-level labels
are proposed. Root and soil characteristics vary from location
to location, thus, supervised machine learning approaches that
are trained with local data provide the best ability to identify
and segment roots in minirhizotron imagery. However, labeling
roots for training data (or otherwise) is an extremely tedious and
time-consuming task. This paper aims to address this problem by
labeling data at the image level (rather than the individual root
or root pixel level) and train algorithms to perform individual
root pixel level segmentation using MIL strategies. Three MIL
methods (MI-ACE, miSVM, MIForests) were applied to root
detection and compared to non-MIL approches. The results show
that MIL methods improve root segmentation in challenging
minirhizotron imagery and reduce the labeling burden. In our
results, miSVM outperformed other methods. The MI-ACE
algorithm was a close second with an added advantage that it
learned an interpretable root signature which identified the traits
used to distinguish roots from soil and did not require parameter
selection.
Note to Practitioners—Minirhizotrons provide an efficient and
non-destructive way to collect plant roots for studying root system
dynamically. However existing software used to extract roots
from minirhizotron image require significant, tedious manual
marking of roots and soil in the collected imagery. Due to this
slow manual process, the ability to collect useful information
from a large number of minirhizotron images is bottlenecked.
In this paper, we propose an automated approach to segment
roots from minirhizotron images. The proposed methods not only
automatically identifies and segments root pixels in imagery, but
also allow for an efficient approach to label training data. This
allows one to be able to re-train the models for adaptation to
new environments and soil conditions. The methods we proposed
in the paper only require one to label each training image as
having roots or not (as opposed to labeling individual pixels).
Index Terms—segmentation, multiple instance learning,
minirhizotron image, image processing, plant roots, imprecise
labels
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THE lack of good sensors, instruments and techniques forfield soil measurements is limiting decisive and rapid
advances in soil, ecosystem and agronomic science. Currently,
only a few techniques are available for visualization of roots in
field conditions, and those that exist are labor intensive and/or
limited in what they can see and measure. Because the root
system of plants is involved in the absorption of nutrients and
water, understanding their traits, dynamics, and behavior is
important to a broad number of disciplines, including soil and
plant science, agronomists, hydrologist, earth system modelers
and others. For example, the study of root systems has become
vital as we look for factors that could contribute to the
improvement of crop yields to guarantee the food supply.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the distribution of roots at
depth and their response to fertilizer application substantially
affected yield of rice plants [1], and changes in root system
architecture, that resulted in improvements in water capture
in soil, were directly associated to biomass accumulation and
historical yield trends in maize [2]. Similarly, as we look for
a sustainable way to manage ecosystem services, there is a
critical need to study the root system, as roots are major
contributors to the buildup of organic matter in soil, and
the role they can play in greenhouse gas mitigation through
enhancing the sequestration of carbon in soil.
Common sampling methods used to examine root system
dynamics are destructive and provide limited ability to draw
inferences on the plant response to stresses experienced during
the growing season. For example, soil coring, excavation,
trenches, or ingrowth cores extract a unique dataset in time that
destroys the integrity of the root system and thus limits repeat
measurements from the same plant without the introduction
of confounding effects [3]. In contrast to these destructive
methods, once inserted into the soil, transparent minirhizotron
access tubes allow non-destructive assessment of roots over ex-
tended periods of time without repeatedly altering critical soil
conditions or root processes [4], [5], [6], [7]. Roots that grow
adjacent to the tube are imaged by inserting a camera (with
a light source) into the tube and acquiring images along the
length of the tube, providing information about roots present
at different soil depths as illustrated in Fig. 1a and 1b. Since
minirhizotron tubes allow for the collection of root images
over time, this enables monitoring of complex root growth and
turnover dynamics [4]. After collection, minirhizotron images
are used to measure and characterize root traits, a process
that currently is time consuming and tedious since standard
analysis approaches involve manually outlining and labeling
roots using commercially available software such as WinRhizo
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2(Regent Instruments, Canada) or RootSnap (CID BioScience,
Camas, WA, USA).
Although minirhizotrons significantly advance our ability to
study plant root systems, data extraction from the acquired im-
ages commonly limits the extent of their use as the majority of
software available to process images collected in the minirhi-
zotron requires human differentiation of roots and soil [4].
For example, high frequency data collection can produce large
numbers of images to manually segment and track. Therefore,
the use of machine learning algorithms capable of detecting
and quantifying important root traits can greatly accelerate
data extraction. Although efforts to automate the labeling and
segmentation of roots in minirhizotron imagery have been
undertaken, success to extract root traits in heterogeneous soil
textures and depths has been limited. For instance, Zeng et.
al. [8] used a local entropy thresholding (LET) and AdaBoost
approach to extract roots from the green band of minirhizotron
imagery after preprocessing with linear stretching and matched
filters. The AdaBoost algorithm was used to combine five
measures of connected components from the binarized LET
results. This method works well for detecting young bright
roots. However, the matched filter portion of this algorithm
imposes strict constraints on root shape, which may result
in the missed detection of small, slim, or jagged roots. Fur-
thermore, Zeng et. al. [9] also proposed a method in which
a trained classifier was used to identify seed points along
root centerlines. Then, using a rule base, seed points were
connected along root centerlines and extended to find all root
regions. The challenge in this approach is the ability to identify
root seed points reliably with a simple classifier. Shojaedini
and Heidari [10] defined a level set method to segment roots
in minirhizotron imagery. This method was then extended by
incorporating preprocessing steps that included thresholding
and application of the curvelet transform to enhance weak root
edges [11]. A significant challenge for root identification that
has received limited consideration in these reported methods is
the complex background in minirhizotron imagery that varies
in both texture and intensity. Due to this natural complexity,
applications of unsupervised learning methods for root iden-
tification have mixed performance results, as they tend to be
very sensitive to variation in soil conditions, lighting and root
color. However, labeling individual root pixels over a large
data set to train a supervised learning algorithm is extremely
time consuming, tedious, and prone to error.
In this paper we hypothesized that the ability to learn from
imprecisely labeled data of multiple instance learning methods
will significantly reduce the effort associated to label training
data for the application of supervised learning algorithms
used in the interpretation (or processing) of minirhizotron root
images. In this study we compared the ability of three MIL
methods to detect roots of switchgrass plants over a range of
soil textures and colors in minirhizotron images and demon-
strated that application of these methods could substantially
increase the speed of minirhizotron image processing.
II. METHODOLOGY
The proposed method consists of three steps: (1) image
pre-processing and feature extraction; (2) root detection using
(a) Minirhizotron imaging sys-
tem illustration
(b) Minirhizotron imaging sys-
tem in field
Fig. 1: The illustration of a minirhizotron imaging system.
an MIL algorithm (MI-ACE, miSVM, or MIForests); and (3)
post-processing to help reduce false detections.
A. Pre-processing and Feature Extraction
The minirhizotron imagery collected for this study has
vertical striping artifacts which is a common occurrence that
happens when the numerous sensors in the scan head are
slightly differently calibrated resulting in background stripes,
or slightly darker or lighter hue bands as shown in Fig. 2a.
Pre-processing of the imagery was conducted to remove this
striping noise by subtracting the column mean from each
column in the image and adding the global image mean, I¯ ,
back to the image as shown in (1):
Ip(m,n, b) = I(m,n, b)−
∑
m
I(m,n, b) + I¯(b) (1)
where I(m,n, b) is the pixel in the mth row, nth column and
bth band of image I , I¯(b) is the global mean of I in band b,
and Ip is the resulting pre-processed image. An example of
the pre-processed image is shown in Fig. 2b.
After pre-processing, the images are oversegmented into su-
perpixels using the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC)
algorithm [12]. Superpixels are groups of pixels which are
spatially-contiguous and perceptually similar in color as shown
in Fig. 2c. This step helps to reduce the overall computational
load since processing is done on the reduced superpixel level
as opposed to the extremely large number of original pixels.
(a) Original image (b) Pre-processed
Image
(c) Superpixel seg-
mentation of a sub-
image
Fig. 2: An example of the image pre-processing sequence: (a)
shows the original minirhizotron image, (b) shows the pre-
processed image after removing vertical striping noise, (c)
is an example cropped sub-image illustrating the superpixel-
segmentation.
3(a) MI-ACE (b) MIForests (c) miSVM
(d) MI-ACE binary (e) MIForests binary (f) miSVM binary
(g) MI-ACE size (h) MIForests size (i) miSVM size
(j) MI-ACE ecc (k) MIForests ecc (l) miSVM ecc
Fig. 3: MIL algorithm results corresponding to the image
shown in Fig. 2b. (a)-(c) show the MI-ACE, MIForests,m
iSVM confidence maps, respectively. The confidence map is
the pixel-level output from the MIL algorithms indicating the
confidence the algorithms assign to each pixel for belonging to
the root class. The color map for these confidences range from
dark blue (very low confidence) to bright yellow (very high
confidence). (d)-(f) are binarized results after thresholding MI-
ACE, MIForests, and miSVM confidences maps, respectively.
(g)-(i) are the results after filtering the threshold results based
on connected component size where components with too few
pixels are removed. (j)-(l) are the results after filtering based
on connected component eccentricity where components that
do not have sufficiently large enough eccentricity are removed.
After superpixel segmentation, the mean, variance, and
entropy of each band in the RGB and LAB color spaces
([mean-R, mean-G, mean-B, mean-L, mean-a, mean-b, var-R,
var-G, var-B, var-L, var-a, var-b, H-R, H-G, H-B, H-L, H-a,
H-b]) are computed to make an 18-dimensional feature vector
for each superpixel. After feature extraction, the superpixel
feature vectors of each image are scaled by their order of
magnitude so that they are normalized for equal weight across
the features,
x(i) =
Fi(Ip(m,n))
s(i)
(2)
where Fi is the ith feature generation function, s(i) is the
scaling value for the ith feature, and x(i) is the scaled result
for the ith feature. These scaled feature vectors are the features
used within the MIL algorithms to differentiate between root
superpixels and non-root superpixels.
B. Multiple Instance Learning for Root Segmentation
MIL algorithms [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]
only require data to be labeled at the bag level. Bags are a
multi-set of instances (superpixels) and each bag is labeled as
either “positive” or “negative.” A bag is labeled as a positive
bag if at least one of the instances in the bag is an instance
of the positive target class (which is, in this case, roots). If
none of the instances in a bag is of the target class, the bag
is labeled as a negative bag. The advantage of this framework
is that the bags can be constructed in such a way to ease the
labeling burden. For example, in the case of root segmentation,
each image can correspond to a bag and, thus, images can be
labeled as either containing roots (i.e., a positive bag) or not
containing roots (i.e., a negative bag). It is much easier and
more efficient to produce these image-level binary labels as
opposed to tracing out individual roots in each image.
To describe this more precisely, let B = {B1, . . . ,BK}
be the set K bags with label L = {L1, . . . , LK}. Li ∈
{0, 1}, where 0 represents a negative bag and 1 represents
a positive bag. Each bag, Bi contains Ni superpixels, Bi =[
x1i ,x
2
i , . . . ,x
Ni
i
]
. Each feature vector, xji ∈ R18 is computed
on a superpixel as described in Section II-A. A bag, Bi, is
labeled as positive, Li = 1, if there exists at least one feature
vector in the bag corresponding to a root superpixel.
Three MIL algorithms are investigated for root detection and
segmentation, the multiple instance adaptive cosine/coherence
estimator (MI-ACE) [20], the multiple instance support vector
machine (miSVM) [21], and the multiple instance random
forest, (MIForests) algorithms. MI-ACE is a supervised multi-
ple instance learning algorithm that estimates a discriminative
target signature (in this case, root signatures) s during training
and, then, uses this discriminative signature within the Adap-
tive Cosine Estimator detector [22], [23], [24] to detect root
in unlabeled test imagery. The advantage of MI-ACE (and
other MIL concept learning methods [16], [17], [25], [26],
[18], [19]) is that the estimated discriminative target signature
can be examined to obtain insight into what characterizes
the target (i.e., root) class and can be easily interpreted to
understand what root characteristics are being used to detect
the roots and distinguish them from the background (i.e.,
soil). The miSVM algorithm iteratively trains a support vector
machine [27] classifier while enforcing the multiple instance
learning constraints that each positive bag contains a target and
each negative bag does not contain any target. MIForests uses
a deterministic annealing approach to optimize an objective
function that enforces the MIL constraints on the data while
training a random forest classifier. MIForests initially trains
a random forest classifier using all data instances and each
4instance is labeled the same as its bag label. Then, iteratively
refines the instance labels while optimizing the MIForests
objective function.
We trained the three MIL algorithms with pre-processed
minirhizotron images with image-level labels. The trained
models were then used to predict the roots in other images
and to determine the degree of confidence of those predictions
as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a)-(c) (see Experimental Setup section
for details).
C. Post-processing
After computing the confidence map, some post-processing
is applied to reduce the number of false detections. First, the
confidence map is binarized by thresholding as shown in Fig.
3 (d)-(f). After thresholding, root shape and size characteristics
are used to filter out likely false detections. The size and
eccentricity are computed on each connected component made
by pixels identified as root. Connected components with a
small size and a small eccentricity are removed from the
binarized image. The results after post-processed by size are
shown in Fig. 3 (g)-(i). The results after post-processing by
eccentricity are shown in Fig. 3 (j)-(l).
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Data Description
Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L.) is recognized as the
most promising perennial grass for bioenergy production in
the U.S. Nonetheless, despite being the subject of abundant
and multidisciplinary research, there is a lack of understanding
of the contributions of the switchgrass root system to the
adaptability to different environments, biomass productivity,
and substantial ecosystem services [28]. The extensive root
system of switchgrass is increasingly recognized to contribute
to long-term carbon sequestration, high resource use efficiency,
and high biomass productivity [29], [30]. However, despite the
essential biological function, information about switchgrass
root system dynamics in space and time is limited, at least
in part because of the challenges associated with access to
the soil-root interface without disturbing the soil environment,
which can impair subsequent measurements of the same plant
[31].
Switchgrass root images were collected from minirhizotron
access tubes that were installed in a 2-y old switchgrass field
at the U.S. Department of Energy National Environmental
Research Park at Fermilab in Batavia, IL, USA. Minirhizotron
access tubes measuring 1.82 m in length were installed at 60
off the horizontal axis using an angled, guided hydraulic soil
core sampler. The tubes were inserted to reach a maximum
vertical depth of approximately 1.2 m, and foam caps were
installed on the end protruding from the soil to insulate the
tubes, block light, and protect them from UV damage. Images
were collected by inserting a CI-602 in-situ root imager (CID
BioScience, Camas, WA, USA) in to the minirhizotron tubes.
This scanner was set to collect 360-degree images at 300 dpi
in 28 cm depth increments.
B. Experimental Setup
The pixel level segmentation was estimated with MIL algo-
rithms (MI-ACE, miSVM, MIForests) using training imagery
with only image level labels. The training data for this study
contained 34 positive bags and 34 negative bags. Each bag
contains instances from an image, and the bag label is the
same as the image label.
To help reduce computational complexity, a subset of the
instances in each bag were selected and used within the MIL
algorithms. These instances were selected in such a way to
ensure a wide distribution of root and non-root instances with
varying color properties. Specifically, a 200-bin histogram of
the green channel values was constructed using the feature
vectors across all superpixels. Then, one superpixel corre-
sponding to each non-empty histrogram bin was selected at
random (uniform random selection) and kept for processing.
If all bins are non-empty, this results in 200 instances per bag.
Three multiple instance learning models: MI-ACE, miSVM,
and MIForests were trained multiple times. Each time, the
instances in each bag were randomly selected again using the
approach described above and the same training data was used
for all three models.
For each method, parameters were tuned to maximize
performance. Performance was measured using the F-score
[32] on the validation data set. For the miSVM algorithm, a
radial basis function (RBF) kernel was used and the parameters
were set to be C = 10 and γ = 1. These parameters were
determined by varying the RBF kernel width, γ, from 2−15 to
23 by a factor of 4. Similarly, the parameter C was varied
from 2−5 to 215 by a factor of 4. The parameter settings
with the best performance over this range were selected as
the parameters to be used for comparison. For MIForests,
the parameters were set to be t = 100 and xd = 4. These
parameters were selected by varying the number of trees t
from 24 to 213 by a factor of 2 and the dimension of the
subset of input variables xd was varied from 2 to 16 by a
factor of 2. MI-ACE did not have parameters that required
tuning. After training and validation, the models were tested
by a set of images with pixel level labels.
C. Root Detection Results
MIL methods: MIL methods (MI-ACE, MIForests, and
miSVM) were run 30 times and the root detection results were
evaluated by Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves,
shown in Fig. 4 (a)-(c). The mean and variance of the true
positive rate (TPR) of different methods at false positive rate
(FPR) ranging from 0.01 to 0.06 are presented in Table I. It
was found that miSVM outperformed the other approaches
with a higher average TPR at the same FPR while MI-ACE
was a close second. The performance of miSVM was also
more consistent than that of the others. Namely, miSVM had
the least variance in performance. In contrast, the MIForests
variance was one order of magnitude larger than the others,
indicating that the MIForests approach was more sensitive to
samples selected in each bag than the others.
Comparison with non-MIL methods: The results of MI-
ACE, MIForests, and miSVM were compared with non-MIL
5FPR MI-ACE TPR MIForests TPR miSVM TPR SVM TPR RF TPR
mean var mean var mean var mean var mean var
0.01 0.66 0.38e-03 0.49 3.7e-03 0.70 0.21e-03 0.40 0.87e-03 0.51 0.47e-03
0.02 0.72 0.33e-03 0.54 4.1e-03 0.75 0.12e-03 0.46 0.74e-03 0.55 0.33e-03
0.03 0.75 0.32e-03 0.58 4.1e-03 0.78 0.10e-03 0.52 0.67e-03 0.58 0.26e-03
0.04 0.77 0.29e-03 0.61 4.0e-03 0.80 0.08e-03 0.55 0.61e-03 0.60 0.23e-03
0.05 0.79 0.25e-03 0.63 3.8e-03 0.81 0.07e-03 0.57 0.55e-03 0.61 0.20e-03
0.06 0.80 0.23e-03 0.66 3.6e-03 0.82 0.06e-03 0.59 0.52e-03 0.63 0.22e-03
TABLE I: Mean and variance of TPR of comparison algorithms at FPR varying from 0.01 to 0.06.
(a) MI-ACE (b) MIForests
(c) miSVM (d) RF
(e) SVM (f) Comparison
Fig. 4: Root detection results with different methods across
30 runs without post-processing. (a) ROC curves of MI-ACE.
(b) ROC curves of MIForests. (c) ROC curves of miSVM. (d)
ROC curves of RF. (e) ROC curves of SVM. (f) Comparison
of ROC curves across different methods.
methods (SVM and RF). The training data used to run the
SVM and RF methods were the same as those instances in
bags used to run miSVM and MIForest, and each instance is
assigned the bag label. The parameters of SVM and RF were
also set to be the same as miSVM and MIForests. Both SVM
and RF were run 30 times. Fig. 4d and 4e are the ROC curves
of RF and SVM which are compared with MI-ACE, MIForests
and miSVM in Fig. 4f.
The ROC curves show that non-MIL methods can not
compete with MIL methods when dealing with imprecisely
labeled root data (i.e., labeled at the image level). The ROC
curves of non-MIL methods were below the ROC curves of
the MIL methods which means that at the same FPR value,
the average TPR of non-MIL methods was less than the TPR
value of MIL methods. For the case of FPR = 0.03 in Table
I, the average TPR of miSVM was 0.78 which detected 26%
more roots than the SVM method and 20% more roots than
the RF method. The average TPR of MI-ACE was 0.75 which
detected 23% more roots than the SVM method and 17%
more roots than the RF method. However, the average TPR of
MIForests was similar to the average TPR of RF because the
variance of MIForests TPR was one order of magnitude greater
than that of non-MIL methods, and some of the ROC curves
of the MIForests method overlapped with the RF method ROC
curves. Therefore, the average performance of MIForests was
similar to the RF.
Post-processing results: Results were also evaluated after
post-processing. The confidence maps from each image were
thresholded at FPR values ranging from 0.01 to 0.05. These
binarized maps were constructed by filtering with an eccen-
tricity or size value lower than a fixed threshold to remove
connected components. The threshold was varied to produce
the ROC curves shown in Fig. 5. In the post-processing step,
it was important to decrease the FPR without decreasing TPR
too much so that false roots were removed from binarized
maps and root objects were not affected. The eccentricity
can effectively decrease FPR and keep TPR changing slowly
such that at the same FPR, the TPR on post-processing ROC
curves using eccentricity was larger than the TPR on Org ROC
curves as shown in Fig. 5 (a)-(c). This indicated that the root
objects had larger eccentricity than non-root objects. Size can
also be used to remove false roots. The ROC curves using
size to remove likely false roots show that root objects had
larger size than non-root objects in Fig. 5 (d)-(f). When the
threshold on size was large, the post-processing ROC curves
dropped steeply indicating that too many root objects were
removed because the size of these root objects were smaller
than the corresponding threshold. This experiment proved that
eccentricity and size were useful attributes to separate roots
from non-root objects.
Evaluating training features via root signature: An ad-
vantage of the MI-ACE algorithm (in addition the lack of
parameters that need to be determined) was that a discrim-
inative root signature was estimated. This signature helped
6(a) MI-ACE ecc (b) MIForests ecc
(c) miSVM ecc (d) MI-ACE size
(e) MIForests size (f) miSVM size
Fig. 5: ROC curves after post-processing. Results are shown
after thresholding confidence maps at FPR rates ranging from
0.01 to 0.05. After thresholding, results are filtered by remov-
ing connected components with either too few pixels in size or
too small of an eccentricity score. The Org ROC curve is the
ROC curve without post-processing. (a)-(c) show ROC curves
of post-process with eccentricity computed from connected
components in the the binarized confidence maps of MI-ACE,
MIForests, and miSVM. These ROC curves are generated by
varying the eccentricty threshold. (d)-(f) show ROC curves of
post-process with size computed from connected components
in the binarized confidence maps of MI-ACE, MIForests, and
miSVM. These ROC curves are generated by varying the size
threshold.
to identify the unique root attributes that distinguish root
pixels from soil. Fig. 6 plots the estimated discriminative
root target signatures. The signature bands of mean-R, mean-
G, mean-B, mean-L, var-R, var-G, and var-B had positive
values with small variances, indicating that these features were
generally larger in value for roots than for soil and background.
The signature bands of H-a, and H-b had negative values,
Fig. 6: Root signatures. Root signatures generated by MI-ACE
method with training data labeling one image as a bag. The
[mean-R, mean-G, mean-B, mean-L, mean-a, mean-b, H-R,
H-G, H-B, H-L, H-a, H-b, var-R, var-G, var-B, var-L, var-a,
var-b] features correspond to the 18-feature set extracted from
each superpixel. They corresponding to the mean, entropy, and
variance of samples in RGB and Lab band of each image,
respectively.
FPR MI-ACE-9 MI-ACE-17 MI-ACE-18
mean var mean var mean var
0.01 0.68 0.11e-4 0.66 0.54e-3 0.66 0.38e-3
0.02 0.74 0.03e-4 0.72 0.34e-3 0.72 0.33e-3
0.03 0.77 0.04e-4 0.76 0.26e-3 0.75 0.32e-3
0.04 0.79 0.03e-4 0.78 0.21e-3 0.77 0.29e-3
0.05 0.80 0.04e-4 0.80 0.19e-3 0.79 0.25e-3
0.06 0.81 0.04e-4 0.81 0.16e-3 0.80 0.23e-3
TABLE II: Mean and variance of TPR of MI-ACE at FPR
ranging from 0.01 to 0.06. The number of features of training
dataset were varied to be 9,17, or 18.
indicating that roots generally had smaller values in these
features than background. The larger the absolute value was,
the more informative that feature was in distinguishing roots
from soil. The signature bands of mean-a, H-R, H-G, H-
B, H-L, var-L, var-a, and var-b were close to zeros which
meant the difference between roots and soil at those feature
bands were small. However, in some feature bands, the root
signature values were widely spread. At a widely spread band,
the signature value depended on the initial value and the
differences between training results were large, for example
the value of signature at mean-b in Fig. 6.
Evaluating sensitivity of MIL methods to features: The
features in these signatures in Fig. 6 can be divided into
three groups by their corresponding signature value. The first
group was the signature features with large average absolute
signature value and small variance, the second group was the
features that had small average absolute signature value with
small variance, and the third group was features whose sig-
nature value had large variance. The comparison experiments
with different selected features were done on the same training
samples to examine the effects of features with different type
of signature value. The experiments using all 18 features were
compared with experiments using 9 and 17 features. The
7FPR MIForests-9 MIForests-17 MIForests-18
mean var mean var mean var
0.01 0.36 1.3e-3 0.51 2.0e-3 0.49 3.7e-3
0.02 0.40 1.5e-3 0.56 2.2e-3 0.54 4.1e-3
0.03 0.43 1.5e-3 0.60 2.3e-3 0.58 4.1e-3
0.04 0.46 1.6e-3 0.62 2.3e-3 0.61 4.0e-3
0.05 0.48 1.7e-3 0.65 2.3e-3 0.63 3.8e-3
0.06 0.50 1.7e-3 0.67 2.2e-3 0.66 3.6e-3
TABLE III: mean and variance of TPR of MIForests at FPR
ranging from 0.01 to 0.06. The number of features of training
dataset varied to be 9,17, or 18.
FPR miSVM-9 miSVM-17 miSVM-18
mean var mean var mean var
0.01 0.67 0.86e-4 0.69 1.84e-04 0.70 2.10e-04
0.02 0.75 0.17e-4 0.75 1.19e-04 0.75 1.17e-04
0.03 0.78 0.10e-4 0.78 0.88e-04 0.78 1.03e-04
0.04 0.80 0.06e-4 0.80 0.70e-04 0.80 0.82e-04
0.05 0.81 0.05e-4 0.81 0.55e-04 0.81 0.74e-04
0.06 0.82 0.03e-4 0.82 0.48e-04 0.82 0.64e-04
TABLE IV: Mean and variance of TPR of miSVM at FPR
ranging from 0.01 to 0.06. The number of features of training
dataset varied to be 9,17, or 18.
features which had large average absolute signature values
with small variances were used in experiments with 9 features.
Those feature were mean-R, mean-G, mean-B, mean-L, var-R,
var-B, var-B, H-a, and H-b. In the experiment with 17 features,
the mean-b feature with very large variance was removed from
the feature set and all other features were kept.
For MI-ACE and miSVM methods, the features with large
average absolute value were important for detection results as
seen in Table II and IV. It was also noted that the variances
of detection results of MI-ACE and miSVM were significant
improved by removing features which had large signature
variance and small average absolute signature value. As seen
in Table II and IV, the variance of TPR with 9 features was
one order of magnitude smaller than the variance of TPR
with 18 features. Therefore, large average absolute signature
values dominated the detection results and the larger the value
was, the more consistent the results were for the MI-ACE and
miSVM methods.
In contrast, we found that the features with small variance
were important for the MIForests method. The sensitivity
analysis showed an improvement in the variance when the
features with the largest variance were removed as shown
in Table III. Although the variance of detection using only
the features with the small variance and large mean further
improved the variance, it also reduced the TPR mean. Thus,
the use of all features with small variance regardless of their
mean values was important for the MIForests method.
Qualitative results: Root detection was qualitatively com-
pared at FPR = 0.03 by setting the thresholds of area and
eccentricity to 300 and 0.95 respectively in Fig. 8. In gen-
eral, the MIL methods outperformed the non-MIL methods.
The miSVM method detected the most roots in images and
performed the best among all these methods.
D. Experiment: Effect of Label Accuracy
1) Sample versus Image Level Label Training: In this ex-
periment, we compared the detection accuracy of the different
methods when using training data paired with image level
label versus training data paired with instance level label.
The experimental runs using sample level label were trained
using 10 images that were randomly selected from a total
of 30 images that had been manually labeled. About 1000
samples labeled as root and 1000 samples labeled as soil were
randomly selected in each image. In order to run MIL methods
with instance level labeled data, we put only one instance per
bag and the bag label was assigned to the label of the only
instance in the bag.
ROC curves corresponding to instance and image level label
accuracy can be seen in Fig. 7 (a)-(c). Among all three MIL
methods, MI-ACE was the most robust algorithm to noisy
labeled training data. This was indicated by the overlapping
of the ROC curves regardless of label accuracy (Fig. 7a).
MIForests and miSVM were more sensitive to label accuracy
than MI-ACE (Fig. 7b and 7c). The ROC curves of MIForests
and miSVM with image level label were lower than the ROC
curves of MIForests and miSVM with instance level label. The
results of MIForests and miSVM improved as the label became
more accurate. The results also showed that, the variance of
ROC curves training with instance level data was larger than
that training with image level data, especially for MI-ACE and
miSVM. The results of training with image level data was
more consistent because it was easy to get a large number
of images with image level label, but it was expensive to
label every instance and hard to get a large amount of training
data with instance level label. A large amount of training data
helped the generalization of the learning model so that the test
results were more consistent.
2) Small Bag versus Image Level Label: We also compared
results using training data paired with image level label to
results using training data paired with small bag level label.
Small bags were generated by SLIC algorithm which were
large enough to group about 10 adjacent instances into a bag.
It was a positive bag if there were root samples in the bag.
Otherwise, it was a negative bag. Similarly to training data
with sample level label, the experiment runs using small bag
level label were trained using 10 images that were randomly
selected from a total of 30 images. About 100 positive bags
and 100 negative bags were randomly selected in each image.
ROC curves corresponding to small bag level label and
image level label can be seen in Fig. 7 (d)-(f). The results
of MI-ACE and miSVM using image level label training
data were comparable with results using small bag level
label because the ROC curves of MI-ACE and miSVM with
different label accuracy overlapped with each other. But the
results using image level labeled data were more consistent
than the results using small bag level labeled data because
there were more labeled data with image level label that
improved the generalization of the learning model, indicating
the importance of a large amount of data to the learning
results. For MIForests, the detection results with small bag
level training data were much better than that with image level
8(a) MI-ACE (b) MIForests
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Fig. 7: ROC curves of MI-ACE, MIForests, and miSVM
with different level of label accuracy of training data. Each
algorithm is run 30 times.
training data, proved again the importance of precise label of
training data to the learning results of MIForets.
IV. SUMMARY
We propose a new approach to detect roots in minirhizotron
images. Our approach uses image level label data to segment
roots using MIL methods significantly reducing the effort
needed to label training data for the application of supervised
learning algorithm. We tested the capability of three MIL
methods to achieve competitive root detection over a range
of soil textures and colors. Using this approach, we found 1.
MI-ACE was useful in identifying the unique root attributes
that distinguished root pixels form soil, and 2. the miSVM
method performed the best in detecting roots with image-level
labels. Overall, our results suggest application of MIL methods
can substantially improve the imaging analysis bottleneck
currently occurring in the study of roots by the minirhizotron
technique.
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Fig. 8: Qualitative examples of root segmentation results with different method. The 1st column is the original images. The
2nd column is the groundtruth (GT).
